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Mind Control

The Ultimate Terror
By Ken Adachi <Editor@educate-yourself.org>

http://educate-yourself.org/mc/

The topic of mind control is elaborate, multifaceted, and multi layered. For the casual
reader, it can quickly become numbing, overwhelming the senses and creating a desire to

exit the topic, but avoiding this subject is the most foolish thing you could possibly do since
your only chance of surviving this hideous and insidiousenslavement agenda, which today

threatens virtually all ofhumanity, is to understand how itfunctions and take steps to
reduce your vulnerability.

The plans to create a mind controlled workers society have been in place for a long time.
The current technology grew out of experiments that the Nazis started before World War II
and intensified during the time of the Nazi concentration camps when an unlimited supply
of children and adults were available for experimentation. We've heard about the inhumane

medical experiments performed on concentration camp prisoners, but no word was ever
mentioned by the media and the TV documentaries of the mind control experiments. That
was not to be divulged to the American public. Mind control technologies can be broadly

divided into two subsets: trauma-based or electronic-based.

The first phase of government mind control development grew out of the old occult
techniques which required the victimto be exposed to massive psychological and physical
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trauma, usually beginning in infancy, in order to cause the psyche to shatter into a thousand
alter personalities which can then be separately programmed to perform any function (or
job) that the programmer wishes to"install". Each alter personality created is separate and
distinct from the front personality. The 'front personality' is unaware of the existence or

activities of the alter personalities. Alter personalities can be brought to the surface by
programmers or handlers using special codes, usually stored in a laptop computer. The

victim of mind control can also be affected by specific sounds, words, or actions known as
triggers.

The second phase ofmind control development was refined at an underground base below
Fort Hero on Montauk, Long Island (New York) and is referred to as the Montauk

Project. The earliest adolescent victims of Montauk style programming, so called Montauk
Boys, were programmed using trauma-based techniques, but that method was eventually
abandoned in favor of an all-electronic induction process which could be "installed" in a
matter of days (or even hours) instead of the many years that it took to complete trauma-

based methods.

Dr. Joseph Mengele ofAuschwitz notoriety was the principle developer of the trauma-
based Monarch Project and the CIA's MK Ultra mind control programs. Mengele and

approximately 5, 000 other high ranking Nazis were secretly moved into the United States
and South America in the aftermath of World War II in an Operation designated Paperclip.

The Nazis continued their work in developing mind control and rocketry technologies in
secret underground military bases. The only thing we were told about was the rocketry work

with former Nazi star celebrities like Warner Von Braxm. The killers, torturers, and
mutilators of innocent human beings were kept discretely out of sight, but busy in U.S.

underground military facilities which gradually became home to thousands upon
thousands of kidnapped American children snatched off the streets (about one million per
year) and placed into iron bar cages stacked from floor to ceiling as part of the 'training'.

These children would be used to further refine and perfect Mengele's mind control
technologies. Certain selected children (at least the ones who survived the 'training') would

become future mind controlled slaves who could be used for thousands of different jobs
ranging anywhere from sexual slavery to assassinations. A substantial portion of these

children, who were considered expendable, were intentionally slaughtered in front of (and
by) the other children in order to traumatize the selected trainee into total compliance and

submission.

Mind Control 'Programmed' Individuals
The lone gunman that we hear about in assassinations, assassination attempts, school

shootings, etc. are mind controlled individuals who had been 'programmed' to carry out
those missions. Ted Bundy, the 'Son of Sam' serial killer David Berkowitz, Oswald,

Timothy McVeigh, the Columbine shooters. Chapman, Sirhan Sirhan, etc. were mind
controlled individuals who were programmed to perform these killings. Tens of thousands
ofyoung teenage boys were kidnapped and forced into the mind control training program

called The Montauk Project starting around 1976. A1 Bielek. under mind control, was
involved in many areas of the secret Montauk Project. After slowly recovering his

memories beginning in the late 1980's, he came to realize that there were at least 250,000
mind controlled "Montauk Boys' produced at 25 different facilities similar to the

underground base at Montauk, Long Island. Many of these boys were to become 'sleepers'
who are individuals who were programmed to go into action at a later date when properly

"triggered" to engage in some sort of destructive or disruptive conduct. Other Montauk
Boys were woven into the fabric of mainstream American life as journalists, radio & TV
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personalities, businessmen, lawyers, medical professionals, judges, prosecutors, law
enforcement, military men, etc.

Worldwide Electronic Mind Control via 'Cell Phone' Towers
The day is now approaching in which government mind control technologies
will be directed at you, your neighbors, and your loved ones. Every single

hH day, equipment is being erected and installed inthis country with the hidden
purpose of exerting mind control over the entire population. Everywhere
in this country (and overseas), ELF/microwave transmission towers are being
erected. The antennae usually look like four slightly curved vertical plates

HH about 2 feet in length and located ineither 3 or4quadrants around the
^Hjj tower, two thirds up from the ground. Just look around, you'll see them. And

you'll also notice more of them going up once you begin to pay attention. No
BfH one is saying anything, but you're expected to presume that they'refor cell

^^^JBgl^phones. (Do you really think that we need that much 'cell phone'
transmission capability, every few blocks? Do you realize how very little
energy is used by genuine cell phone usage? Yet these towers are capable of
putting out levels of power that exceed cell phone requirements by a wide
margin) These mind control technologies have been in place for a long time.

It's not an accident that the frequency band chosen for cell phone use just happens to match
the second order waves that Wilhelm Reich discovered in the latel940's to effect thought
transmission and allow the mind to be manipulated without the victim realizing it. Reich
worked on this project secretly for the CIA for over 5 years, from 1947-1952, until he
realized who the CIA was planning to use the mind control on -the American people. He
was outraged that he was deceived and used for such a treasonous motive and swore never
to cooperate with the CIA, FDA, etc. again. Reich was covertly murdered in Federal prison
in 1957, just a few weeks before he was due to be released, having been in prison for 2
years on a trumped up charge leading to a contempt of court citation. He was reported to
have had a 'heart attack'. He was strong as an ox. He was murdered two weeks before his
parole board hearing. His last book, written in prison, was found to be 'missing' after his
death and never returned to his family.

Don & Carol Croft, have found a method to disable these ELF towers from exerting their
mind control functions by placing a simple device known as an orgone genenMr within a
radius of 1,300 feet of these towers. Don has been documenting his nationwide efforts to
neutralize the secret government's electronic mind control agenda along with their genocidal
chemtrail. program in his Adventures ofDon & Carol Croft. I strongly urge you to read
these journal entries, as they contain extremely powerful insights and techniques to
overcome the tyranny and enslavement that we now face here in America. Patrick
Flannagan recorded an intei-view' with talk show host Jeff Rense on June 30, 2003 and
offered important insights on how to counter electronic mind control being beamed to us
from the electric wiring within our homes and from microwave towers (excellent
information).

Brice Tavlor

TFttNKS FOI-
THE TRUTH

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/

MEMORJE
Brice Taylor is the pseudonym for Susan Ford,
one of the highest level MK Ultra mind
controlled victims to ever come forward and

reveal her story. It took her nearly 13 years to
recover the memories of the events that she
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reveals in her book. Thanks for The Memories
(published in May 1999). Her memories began to return in sporadic fragments inl985,
followinga car accident that threw her through the windshield ofher car after hitting a tree.
It wasn't really an accident as much as a result of mind control progranmiing which
compelled her to commit suicide if she began to recover critical memories about her role as
a top level NASA/CIA mind controlled 'asset' who was used as a sex slave and message (or
drug) courier for every president from Kennedy to Clinton and was Henry Kissinger's
personal secretary/human computer (file storage and retrieval) for over 19 years. Her
'owner/handler' was comedian Bob Hope and she was 'loaned out' to many famous and well
known entertainment personalities in order to oblige them to be beholding to and
manipulated by Hope and his Illuminatipals so they could be used as "workerbees' to help
usher in the Luciferian, New World Order. Her book is probably the most revealing account
to date ofwell known, national personalities in both politics and the entertainment industry
who are involved in the handling, programming, control, manipulation, and abuse of
Illuminati/govemment created human robots like Brice or other, well known celebrity/mind
control victims such as Barbara Striesand and Barbara Mandrel. The book's Table of
Contents alone will give you an idea of the incredible number of nationally known names
that Brice had been involved with from childhood into adulthood as a mind controlled slave.
In my opinion. Thanksfor TheMemories and the two co-authored Illuminati Formula
books of Cisco Wheeler and Fritz Springmeir (see below) are the three most important
and revealing books in print on the subject of Illuminati mind control and should be
read by every concerned and thinking human being on this planet, for they reveal how the
Illuminati mind control programs are accomplished and how they can be broken, allowing
the victim to escape from its control.

I encourage you to examine the remarkable book review of Thanksfor The Memories
written by Uri Dowbenko at this link: http://educate-

yourselforg/mc/nwomcbturireview.shtml). It's truly ironic and a perfect example ofkarmic
justice when the total recall ofa mind control victim whose brain stem was scarred in order
to produce a photographic memory, is now turned back on her abusers to reveal in the most

exquisite and precise detail their despicable and monstrous conduct. Thanksfor The
Memories is a well written book that gives you a front row seat into the real world activities
of the Secret Government- the 'government' that's really in charge behind the scenes (those

scenes being created by the mainstream Media Propaganda Ministry whose job is to
deceive you into thinking that the headline news, 'cover story' government is the real deal;

believe me, it isn't. It's an illusion from top to bottom.

It's a dog and pony show. All show, and no substance. The presidential election snafii, the
interminable talk show debates, propaganda hacks like Rush Limbaugh, Sean Hennedy,

etc., etc., all designed to keep you preoccupied and bewildered from the steady
enslavement and erosion of constitutionally guaranteed liberties that is taking place
daily. The Sept. 11 "attack" was planned and launched to provide an excuse for passing

fascist, totalitarian 'laws' designed to enslave us and strip the populace of the few remaining
freedoms that we still enjoy. National ID 'smart' cards that will contain your entire medical,

financial history, DNA information, etc. will be required to engage in any sort of normal
consumer activity like getting on a plane or even going from state to state after military

border guards become a common scene in this once freedom loving land. Spend your cash
now while you still have cash, because soon all financial transactions will be conducted
using plastic cards. And just like Nazi Germany, our people will be encouraged to report

any 'suspicious' activity of their neighbors. In fact, life in the United States will soon
become a carbon copy of Nazi Germany of the late 1930's, just a lot more high tech and
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much more lethal..

We will post articles below that will give you greater insight into the methodology ofmind
control and its strong connections to Satanism and satanic rituals. A1 Bielek has revealed a
great deal ofprime information on the government's secret mind control capabilities and

plans in a 1992 underground video made with Vladimir Terziski.

Are you ready to live in Orwell's nightmare world of Big Brother and mind control slavery?
The New Fourth Reich of Hitler's demonic dream where perverted and promiscuous

sexuality is promoted as 'normal' and 'healthy' while satanism with its rituals ofhuman
sacrifice is the only 'religion' to be allowed? Well, it's just aroimd the comer ifwe remain

passive and imwilling to engage these demonic manipulators.

*** Brice Taylor Offers Signed^ Limited First Edition of Thanksfor The
Memories ***
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/bricelimitedsignededition03aug03.shtml

Testimonial for Brice Taylor from Don Weeks (May 3. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/bricetaylorcommentary03may04.shtml

Neurofeedback and Other Interventions for Patients with Ritual Abuse, Mind

Control and Dissociative Disorders By Susan Ford (Brice Taylor) Jan. 9, 2005
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/suefordneurofeedback09jan05.shtml

Articles on Mind Control

Electronic Mind Control in America. The Silent Plague (Nov. 10. 2005)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/mcvictimizationinamerica05nov05.shtml

High-Tech Crimes and Electi'omagnetic Madness (Oct. 10. 2005)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/mkultrapatsiesoct2001 .shtml

John DeCamp Seeks Barbara Hartwell's Address to Serve Libel Lawsuit (posted
July 31.2005)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/hartwelldecamplibelsuit25apr05.shtml

Sex. Drugs. Mind Control, and Gitmo (July 8. 2005)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/guantanamosexdrugsmc06jul05.shtml

Articles on Electronic Mind Control from American Friends Patriotic Network

(AFPN)
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/electronic.htm

Aerial Mind-Control. The Threat to Civil Liberties (June 29. 2005)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/aerialmindcontrolNexusmagoct99.shtml
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Mind Control with Silent Sounds & Super Computers (June 29. 2005)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/mindcontroiwithsilentsounds24jun05.shtml

*'^*ImportantInformation to Thwart Psychotronic and Psychic Attack in this
Article***

How To Prevent Alien & Military Abductions bv Michael Relfe (April 19.2005)
http://www.metatech.org/preventing_alien_abductions.html

Slowly Coming Up to Speed on Mind Control and the NWO Agenda -except ref.
the Beatles (Mar. 31. 2005)

http://educate-yourself.org/lte/cominguptospeedonmc31mar05.shtml

Orgonite Fabricator Reports Relief from Psychic and Psychotronic Attacks (Mar.
21.2005)

http://educate-yourself.org/lte/orgonitereliefpsychotronics21mar05.shtml

Letters From Moses: The Reality of Mind Control Victimization in America
(Marl. 2005)

http://educate-yourself.org/lte/lettersfrommosesO1mar05.shtml

Neurofeedback and Other Interventions for Patients with Ritual Abuse. Mind
Control, and Dissociative Disorders By Susan Ford (Brice Taylor) Jan. 9. 2005

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/suefordneurofeedback09jan05.shtml

^ Being Drugged and Harassed by Law Enforcement: ALetter from Joey (Oct. 28.
2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/letterfromjoey18oct04.shtml

The Dark Side of the KP Yohannan & Gospel for Asia. Inc. (Sep. 26. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/kpyonannanandmicrowavetorture26sep04.shtml

Beaming Subliminal Messages: Mind Control Now 'On The Air' Sept. 25. 2004
by ZS Livingstone (Sep. 26.2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/zsl/mindcontrolequiptumedon25sep04.shtml

Electronic Harassment (Sep. 14. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/electronicharassmentl4sep04.shtml

Fernando's Story: Bolivian Implant Victim Recounts Life as a Lab Rabbit (Aug.
20. 20m

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/femandosstory20aug04.shtml

Stealth Microwave Towers & The 2004 Presidential Election (July 30. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/stealthmwtowers29jul04.shtml

W Boycott Planned Againt Mind Control in Houston July 30. 2004 Could Have Its
Downside (June 14.2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/ 11/15/2005
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http://educate-yourselforg/mc/boycottagainstMChoustonplannedl4jun04.shtml

'Promise Keepers' Mind Control Techniques by Anton Chaitkin (June 12. 2004")
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/promisekeepersmctechniqueslljun04.shtml

Los Angeles Mind Control Programming Seminar Aug. 20-23. 2004 (Apr. 19.
2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/cn/ogleviemcseminarl 9apr04.shtml

Defending Ourselves Against Mind Control (April 16.2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/defendingagainstmc16apr04.shtml

Who Profits from Child Kidnappings, Electronic Stalking, and Mind Control?
(Apr. 12. 2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/lte/whoprofitsfrommc 12apr04.shtml

Teenage Self Mutilation (Apr. 12.2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/angryteenscutting12apr04. shtml

Government Guinea Pigs & Mind Blowing Video Games (Mar. 30. 2004)
http://educate-yoiirselforg/cn/govtguineapigs30mar04.shtml

Ear Implants. Ear Candles, and Repilians (Mar. 28. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/earimplantsandreptilians28mar04.shtml

DARPA Neuroscience (March 28. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/darpaneuroscience28mar04.shtml

Iranian Student. Victim of Psvchotronic Torture. Seeks Relief (Mar. 25.2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/iranianpsychotronicsvictim25mar04.shtml

Microchip Implants. Mind Control. & Cybernetics (Mar. 24. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/implantsmcandcybemetics06dec00.shtml

Remote Behavioral Influence Technology Evidence [Excellent Microvyave MC
overview] (Mar. 24.2004)

http://www.datafilter.com/mc/remoteBehavioralInfluence.html

The Next Voice You Hear Part (Mar. 18. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/nextvoiceyouhearA29jan04.shtnil

Suspects Microwaves on Campus (Mar. 14. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/microwavesoncampus14mar04.shtml

Anatomy of a HAARP Attack:.FromMostly Cloudy to Clear in 20 Minutes!
^ (Mar. 14. 2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/ct/anatomyhaarpattackl4mar04.shtml
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NSA Mind Control and Psvops bv Will Filer (Feb. 6, 2004)
http://www.whale.to^/nsa4.ht^ll

Mass Mind Control in the Present-Day U.S.-The Big Picture by John Quinn (Feb.
6. 2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/mc/massMCbigpicture06feb04.shtml

Andy Pero & Project Superman
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/projectsupermanlpart27oct99.shtml

Interview with Andy Pero. Montauk 'Superman' Programming Victim (Jan. 6,
2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/mc/andyperointerviewl3jun00.shtml

Project Superman: The Saga of Andy Pero Bv Eve Lorgen (Fall 2000)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/andyperosagafallOO.shtml

Introduction to Mind Control & EMF Weapons (Jan. 6, 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/introMCandEMFweapons05jan04.shtml

Yet More on Sir Mark Phillips (Dec. 26. 2003)
http://educate-yourself.org/lte/sirmarkphillips26dec03.shtml

The True Story About Mark Phillips (Dec. 26. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/markphillipstruestory12jul00.shtml

Mark & Cathy Phillips. Foremost Authorities? (Dec. 22.2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/markphillipsforemostauthority22dec03.shtml

British Protesters Topple Mobile Phone Masts as Health Scare Spreads (Dec. 6.
2003)

http://educate-yourselforg/cn/UKprotesterstopplephonemasts30nov03.shtml

America: Target Of Largest Media Brainwashing Campaign In Historv (Sept. 10.
2003)

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/americanstargetbrainwashingcampaignl0sep03.shtml

The Menace of Satellite Surveillance (Julv 31. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/satellitesurveillance3 ljul03.shtml

Microwave Mind Control Symptoms & Published Evidence (June 5. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/listofincsymptoms05jun03.shtml

Controlled America Conference Presented Julv 12 & 13. 2003 (June 2. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/controlamericajulyconf02jun03.shtml

How to Block Microwave Mind-Programming Signals bv Montalk (Mav 8. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/blockingmwsignals8may03.shtml

http://educate-yourself.org/mc/ 11/15/2005
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Mind Control 101. An Introduction Bv Dave McGowan (April 27, 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/dmcgmindcontrol101julyO1.shtml

Total Population Control by Nicholas Jones (July 12, 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mctotalcontrol12jul02.shtml

Wes Thomas and The Mind Control Discussion Forum (May 13, 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcmindcontrolchatlist.shtml

Will You Help? An Appeal from Brice Taylor (Feb. 10,2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/bricetaylorletterl0feb02.shtml

The Ultimate Qrwellian Nightmare (Jan. 17, 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/ultimateorwelliannightmare17jan02.shtml

Mind Control 101, An Introduction (August 13. 2001)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/dmcgmindcontrol101julyO1.shtml

The Secret Uses of Microwave Mind Control by the British (July 10, 2001)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcmwmindcontrolbybritishlOjulO1.shtml

Global Mind Control Slated For Humanity Bv 2004 (June 27, 2001)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/mc2004globalmcslated27jun01.shtml

W CIA Mind-Control Operations and THE SYNDROME (June 13. 2001)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcthesyndrome13jun01 .shtml

Current Mind Control In America: What We Think Is Going On (Mar 10, 2001)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/mccurrentmcinamerical OmarOl .shtml

Andy Pero & Project Superman (Oct. 27. 1999)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/projectsupermanlpart27oct99.shtml

Countermeasures to Thwart Electronic Mind Control

How To Prevent Alien & Military Abductions by Michael Relfe (April 19. 2005)
http://www.metatech.org/preventing_alien_abductions.html

Radiation Health Foundation Inc.( http://www.rhfweb.com)
The best web site discovered to date for detailed information about the nature of the
radiation being directed and what to do about it. Go there.

Patrick Flannagan Interview with Jeff Rense, June 30, 2003
(http://www.soundwaves2000.eom/rense/archives/2003/june_index.asp)

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/ 11/15/2005
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A. Windows Media server ( mms://66.36.240.52/sw_archives/rense/rense06-
30-03.mp3 )
B. Real Audio server

(http://rense1.soimdwaves2Q00.com:8080/ramgen/sw_archives/rense/rense06-
30"03.mp3)

C. MP3 Audio server ( http://66.36.240.52:83/rense/m3u/rense06-30-03.m3u )

Patrick Flannagan has a new device calledthe Golden Ratio Series
Neurophone, that MAYpreventelectronic mindcontrol signals from entering
the brain and offer relief to victims of electronic mind control harassment and
torture. I have no connection with him or the product or the company and
simply offer this info for your consideration:
http://www.neurophone.com/grs.htm

David Roscoe on Psychotronics http://mediamatrix.puissante.com/
David Roscoe has an extensive web site packed with voluminous information about
electronic mind control, mind influencing, behavior influencing, mood modification, and
physical distress caused by secret government electronic technologies collectively known as
"Psychotronics".

Electronic Harrassment (http://vywvy.eharassment.ca/)
Good info all around, including counter measures.

John Mecca on Electronic Harassment and Torture http://www.us-government-
torture.com/

Related Articles

Orgonite Fabricator Reports Relief from Psychic and Psychotronic Attacks (Mar.
2L 2005)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/orgonitereliefpsychotronics21mar05.shtml

Electrical Pollution: What it's Doing to You (Jan. 24. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/electricalpollution24jan04.shtml

Defending Ourselves Against Mind Control (April 16, 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/defendingagainstmc16apr04.shtml

Articles on The Illuminati & Mind Control

Multiple Personality Disorder (Mar. 27.2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/multperdisorder28dec03.shtml

Svali: Illuminati Defector Details Pervasive Conspiracy By Henry Makovy. Ph.D

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/ 11/15/2005
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(Oct. 14. 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/svaliilluminatidefector.14oct02.shtml

The Illuminati in America: 13 Part Interview with Former Mind Control

Programmer. Svali (Jan 22. 2001)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcsvaliinterviewpt1.shtml

Radio Interview with Cisco Wheeler. Former Illuminati Mind Control
Programmer (Jan. 11.1998)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/ciscowheelerinterviewl ljan98.shtml

Fritz Springmeier Radio Interview (Jan. 4. 1998)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/fsinterview04jan98.shtml

Books about Illuminati Mind Control Programming
Techniques

The Illuminati Formula to Create an Undetectable Total Mind Control Slave By

Fritz Springmeier & Cisco Wheeler
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/IlluminatiFormulaindex.shtml

Deeper Insights into the Illuminati Formula by Fritz Springmeier & Cisco
^ Wheeler

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/deeperinsightsbook.shtml

Videos on The Illuminati & Mind Control

Fritz Springmeier: Mind Control & The Illuminati (1998-Granada Forum 2:15
mins.)
http://educate-yourself.Org/products/index.shtml#FritzSpringmeiermindcontrolvideo

Ted Gunderson on Satanic Cults & Missing Children (1997-Freedom Forum1:43
mins.)
http://educate-yourself.org/tg/tgsatanicultsmissingchildrenvideo.shtml

Articles on Satanism, Satanic Ritual Abuse (SRA), & The
Illuminati

Satanic Elites Abuse Childen Worldwide (May 18. 2004)
http://www.tedgunderson.coniyHeadlines-SexualAbuse.htm

http://educate-yourselforg/mc/ 11/15/2005
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The Expansion of Satanism (May 18.2004)
http://\vww.tedgiinderson.com/Headlines-Satanic.htm

The Healing of the Nation (Apr. 12, 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/heaIingofiiationA29jan04.shtml

Satanic Subversion of the U.S. Military (Mar. 29> 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/tg/satanicsubversionusmilitary29mar04.shtml

Famous Kidnapping Case Implicates Top Political Figures in Child (Johhny
Gosch Case) (Mar. 29. 2004)

http://educate-yourselforg/tg/goschcradiointerviewl 9aug03 .shtml

Ritual Abuse Torture To Be Discussed At United Nations on March 8, 2004

(Mar. 6. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/ritualabusetortureatUN06mar04.shtml

Risky Business: Exposj.ng„Sat^ismi Child_Abuse, and Murder in America's
Heartland (Feb. 15. 2004)

http://educate-yourself.org/tg/noreengoschradiotalkl5feb04.shtml

Satanists on Stage, Norwegian Black Metal Band Shocks Poland (Feb. 4, 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/norwegianblackmetalband04feb04.shtml

^ Straight Talk on Harry Potter By William J. Schnoebelen (Jan. 30. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/straighttalkonharrypotter30jan04.shtml

The Conspiracy Is Against God By Henry Makow (Jan. 4. 2004)
http://educate-yourself.org/cn/conspiracyagainstGod04ajn04.shtnil

The False Memory Hoax By Alex Constantine (Jan. 2. 2004)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/falsememoryhoaxl996.shtml

Closing Satanic Killing Fields By Don Croft (Oct. 23. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/dc/closingsatanicfields23oct03.shtml

Ritual Abuse Seminar Scheduled for San Diego June 21. 2003 (May 12.2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/cn/sraseminarinsandiego12may03.shtml

Trying to Help SRA Victims (April 6. 2003)
http://educate-yourselforg/lte/srahelpoffered06apr03.shtml

San Diego Satanic Ritual Abuse Defenders Wage Uphill Battle Against
Influential Debunkers (Sept. 21. 2002)

http://educate-yourself.org/mc/mcritualabuseconfandFMSFdisinfo21sep02.shtml

More Satanic Dots (July 18. 2002)
http://educate-yourself.org/mc/sramoresatanicdots18jul02.shtml
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Can You Connect the Satanic Dots? (May 30. 2002^
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/sraconnectsatanicdots3Omay02.shtml

Lauren Stratford. A Hero Goes Home (May 13. 2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/laiirenstaffordl3may02.shtml

Satanism. Sexual Abuse and the Church: Out of Touch. Out of Time (May 14.

2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/satanismsexabusechurch14may02.shtml

Church Sexual Abuse Crisis. How Do We Respond? (May 14. 2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/srachurchsexabuseresponsel4may02.shtml

A Predator's Toolkit (May 14. 2002)
http://educate-yourselforg/mc/srapredatorstoolkitl4may02.shtml

Conferences and Seminars on Satanic Ritual Abuse and

Mind Control

Links to Web Sites on Satanism, Witchcraft, and Satanic
Ritual Abuse

With One Accord (http://withoneaccord.org) Bill Schnoebelen was a high priest with the
Church of Satan for seven years and credits his return to Christianity (and sanity) because
of a short note written on the back ofa cancelled check to this organization from a female
bank worker who simply wrote the words "Jesus loves you". Bill recounts his stoiy and
ascension from darkness in an amazing book titled," Lucifer DethronedThis man has
done it all- very infromative web site.

Links to Web Sites on Mind Control:

Freedom Isn't Free ( http://www.ravenl.net)

o Eleanor White's web site is about one type of the ongoing (and vigorously
denied) government crimes, (historically often carried on by non- government

entities for cover,) which started in the 1950s as MKULTRA, and
COINTELPRO. The code names were dropped, but the activity never stopped.
The crime documented here is a literal covert war on citizens by the "shadow
governments" who "own" the visible governments. This covert war operates

like a cross between illegal vigilante style "criminal rehabilitation groups" and
"contract revenge services" for the rich and powerful.

Advocacy Committee for Human Experimentation Survivors & Mind Control
( http://www.aches-mc.org/)
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o ACHES-MC, originally founded for survivors ofmind control experimentation,
has identified additional survivors of other nonconsensual experimentation.

These survivors include children, prisoners, mentally incapacitated and military
personnel and their families-those who cannot freely give consent.

Survivorship (http://www.survivorship.org/)

o For survivors of ritualistic abuse, mind control, and torture, and their allies.
Survivorship is a non-profit organization created to support the healing of adult

survivors of ritualized abuse. We are a truly grassroots organization totally
supported by membership fees and donations. We accept no federal, state, or

private grant monies. We are run for and bysurvivors and their allies.

Citizens Against Human Rights Abuse By Neurological and Electi-omagnetic Weapons
(http://www.dcn.davis.ca.us/~welsh/)

o Citizens Against Human Rights Abuse (C.A.H.R.A.) was formed by a group of
victims of alleged nonconsensual human experimentation involving

electromagnetic and neurological weapon testing programs by the U.S. and
other governments. The specific purpose of this group is to stop the currently

ongoing nonconsensual human experimentation by the U.S. and other
governments. The group will use research and documentation, networking and
organization to reach a timely solution. Victims organized this group to pool
their time and resources and to network with each other, just as the Gulf War

Vets and also radiation victims did. (contact: Cheryl Welsh
<welsh@dcn.davis.ca,us>)

Ti-uth Be Knovyn 2000

(http://truthbeknown2000.tripod.eom/Truthbeknown2000/index.html)

o Dr. Ellen Lacter is a San Diego psychiatrist with a web site devoted to therapy
and help for victims of satanic ritual abuse (SRA) and mind control. Many

terrific articles and news of training seminars and conferences for both
therapeutic professionals and victims of abuse.

The Following Links obtained from Electronic Harassment
(http://wvyw.eharassment.ca/)

Mind Control Forum (http://www.mindcontrolforums.com)

Ravenl.net (http://www.ravenl.net/)

o This web site is about one type of the ongoing government crimes, which
started in the 1950s as MKULTRA, and the 1960s as COINTELPRO. The code

names were dropped, but the activity never stopped. The crime documented
here is popularly called "mind control". This activity started with harassment

and torture of entirely innocent and involuntary citizens of the U.S. and
Canada. Now in the 21st Century, these crimes are happening in the
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jurisdictions of all major governments, and are world wide in scope. The
evidence is here for all who are willing to look at it.

Bugsweeps.com (http://www.bugsweeps.com/info/electronic_harassment.html)

o This is Roger Tolces' site. Victims report that he is very helpful. This particular
page is about electronic harassment, I have heard that Roger will do testing for

implants.

US Surveillance Issues (http://www.surveillanceissues.com)

o This site contains information relating to advanced satellite surveillance and
"harassment" technologies which are made available to covert government

agencies and organised crime syndicates. By Paul Baird.

(1) Microwave Harassment and Mind-Control Experimentation
(http://www.mindcontrolforums.com/mck-clsc.htm)

(2) Directed-Energy Harassment Defense
(http ://mindcontrolforums.com/mindnet/mnl45.htm)

o Two articles by Juliarme McKinney who headed up the Electronic Surveillance
Project for a time in an attempt to help victims of electronic harassment.

Diagram of Symptoms (http://www.ravenl.net/effects.gif)

o This is a diagram with a comprehensive list of symptoms (located at
ravenl.net), most ofwhich (80%) I have experienced.

Project Freedom (http://www.mindcontrolforums.coni/pro-freedom.co.uk/index.html)

o George Farquhar's U.K. web site. (Mirror site -1 don't know what happened to
the original website).

He says, "I now know without any doubt, that during my stay in Canada, I was
being bombarded with microwave radiations, and that I was being mentally and

emotionally manipulated by EMF Remote Mind Control Weaponry. I also
believe that these attacks may have been executed via the US Nation^ Security
Agency's Kirmecome Group, Fort Meade, who are known for such attacks on

the American people."

MKzine (http://www.nikzine.com/)

o Magazine with articles by known activists. Examines coercive mind control,
invasive human experimentation and other related abuses.
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StopCovertWM^CQm (http://www.StopCovertWar.com/)

o A site describing the current day epidemic of covert around the clock
harassment of citizens, allowed to continue because all government agencies

and non- government human rights organizations choose to look the other way
instead of obeying their respective mandates. This site has collected

information on how to cope with this unending torture, and how to effectively
fight to expose and stop these crimes.

Government Mind Control (http://www.angelfire.com/or/mctrl/index.html)

o A well organized site providing links to articles and books. It contains plenty of
fascinating research information.

Psychotechnologv Research Institute (http://int.psycor.ru/main.php7smir)

o Not a site by victims, but by those developing the kind of technology many
victims feel is being used against them. An eye-opening site, especially the

publications section.

Pam Schuffert Reports

Satanism, the Illuminati, and mind control are heavily interlinked. Satanic Ritual Abuse
(SRA) is one of the principle methods used to shatter the psyches ofvery young children

and begin the process of mind control programming. A series of articles by Pam Schuffert
is being written daily to chronicle the current state of satanic activity in the America today.

See her reports posted at this link, http://educate-yourself.org/ps/

To be continued..
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Join the Educate-Yourself Discussion Forum

All information posted on this web site is the opinion of the author and is provided for educational
purposes only. It is not to be construed as medical advice. Only a licensed medical doctor can legally

offer medical advice in the United States. Consult the healer of your choice for medical care and
advice.
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